Carbon-free electricity is an irreplaceable element of any effort to achieve deep reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. This would be true if our use of electricity were never to change, but it is even more clearly the case when the overall strategy relies on electrifying most current uses of fossil fuel.

Unless there is revolutionary growth in the deployment of carbon capture and sequestration technologies, we must eliminate virtually all use of fossil fuels to generate electricity. Since the buildout of active carbon capture and sequestration will always be constrained by added cost and limits to water resources, sequestration is not likely to enable the continued use of a significant quantity of fossil fuel.

Regulators tend not to face head-on the need to phase out, and ultimately eliminate, the use of fossil fuel for power production.

Regulators tend not to face head-on the need to phase out, and ultimately eliminate, the use of fossil fuel for power production. Instead, there seems to be a quiet hope that greater energy efficiency and the accelerated development of renewable generation will push coal and natural gas out of the way. However, the history of energy use in the United States does not support the assumption that events would unfold in this way. Rather, policymakers must actively plan for the phase-out of fossil fuels to place the nation’s energy portfolio on a clear path to a cleaner future.
The United States has undergone several energy transitions, well-documented in Figure 1, produced by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).

What began as almost exclusive reliance on wood for energy, yielded to the dominance of coal in the late 1800s. By the 1950s, petroleum was king, shadowed by its often coproduced sibling natural gas. Building slowly in the 1960s and hitting a modest crescendo in the 1980s, nuclear power came into the picture, although it has not attained a position of dominance as a fuel choice.

As the nation moved through the era of wood, to the era of coal followed by oil and gas, a disturbing pattern emerged. Although different fuels came to dominate the scene, none of the other fuels ever went away. In fact, as pointed out by at least one observer, the U.S. has used as much wood for fuel in recent years as it did during the Civil War. And even after oil and gas came to dominate, the use of coal continued to grow. As Kevin Bullis points out, “When oil is introduced, it seems to displace coal, but coal use quickly recovers. A similar drop occurs when natural-gas consumption starts to rise. But within a couple of decades coal use is growing again.”

With the recession in 2008 and the availability of plentiful, cheap natural gas, the use of coal for domestic energy reversed direction and returned to the levels of consumption experienced in 1985.

Does that mean that the use of coal in the United States is about to end? Not according to the U.S. EIA, which still shows a third of the nation’s electricity coming from coal in 2040. While we have seen a surge of coal plant retirements in the last few years, they have mostly involved smaller generating facilities. Almost half of the coal generators of a decade ago have shut down, but reductions in summer generating capacity are far less dramatic. In fact, from 2006 to 2011, capacity increased from 313 gigawatts to 317 gigawatts. With 25 gigawatts of capacity scheduled to retire from 2012 to 2015, almost 80 percent of the coal-fired generating capacity in existence in 2006 still remains available.
Many refer to natural gas as a bridge fuel for power plants, intended to help cut greenhouse gas emissions as compared to the use of coal while we strive to bring down the cost of renewable power and speed its introduction. In that same time period, overall coal plant annual output has been reduced from 1,990 gigawatt-hours to 1,356 gigawatt-hours. The common understanding is that this reduction has been driven by the low cost of natural gas. With most of the generating capacity still available, what happens when the cost of natural gas rises dramatically, as history suggests it will?

Many refer to natural gas as a bridge fuel for power plants, intended to help cut greenhouse gas emissions as compared to the use of coal while we strive to bring down the cost of renewable power and speed its introduction. But how long is the bridge, and how do we get off of the bridge when we reach the other side? And what of the concerns, voiced by some, that natural gas as we use it may provide little or no reduction of greenhouse gas emissions when compared to conventional coal use? While more and more people ask these questions, reassuring answers are hard to find.

The nation’s history with natural gas use has been one of almost constant growth. In 2014, businesses and individuals in the United States used five times the amount of natural gas used 65 years earlier (see Figure 2).

On average, natural gas consumption grew 2.78 percent for each year between 1950 and 2014, despite the fact that there was a period of reduced demand from 1973-1986 (driven by a temporary natural gas shortage and a growing reliance on nuclear and coal-fired electric generation). The current rate of growth (2.65 percent per year) is consistent with the historical average.

Experts cannot identify a time when the growth of domestic demand for natural gas will be reversed. The large-scale introduction of hydraulic fracturing in the United States has dramatically increased domestic supplies, contributed to low prices and encouraged greater consumption. In the eight years from 2005 to 2013, the total dry natural gas production in the U.S. increased by 35 percent, with natural gas’s share of total U.S. energy consumption rising
from 23 percent to 28 percent. In 2013 alone, dry natural gas accounted for 30 percent of total U.S. energy production.\textsuperscript{4}

The growth in natural gas consumption is in step with the dominant role that new natural gas generation has played in recent years. The majority of the electric generating capacity additions from (2000 to 2010) were natural gas-fired. At the end of 2010, natural gas-fired generators constituted 39 percent of the nation’s total electric generation capacity of 1,042 gigawatts (GW). Nearly 237 GW of natural gas-fired generation capacity was added between 2000 and 2010, representing 81 percent of total generation capacity additions over that period.\textsuperscript{5} The EIA projects continual growth in natural gas-fired generation at least through 2040 (see Figure 3).

**Figure 3: Natural Gas Electricity Generation: EIA AE02015 Reference Case, 200-20240**

Recently, two economists from the University of Chicago joined with a colleague from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to ask, “Will we ever stop using fossil fuels?”\textsuperscript{6} They concluded that “in the absence of substantial greenhouse gas policies, the U.S. and the global economy are unlikely to stop relying on fossil fuels as the primary source of energy. The physical supply of fossil fuel is highly unlikely to run out, especially if future technological change makes major new sources like oil shale and methane hydrates commercially viable. Alternative sources of clean energy like solar and wind power, which can be used both to generate electricity and to fuel electric vehicles, have seen substantial progress in reducing costs, but at least in the short- and middle-term, they are unlikely to play a major role in base load electrical capacity or in replacing petroleum-fueled internal combustion engines. Thus, the current, business-as-usual combination of markets and policies doesn’t seem likely to diminish greenhouse gases on their own.”\textsuperscript{7}

If the objective would be to eliminate reliance on natural gas-fired generation by 2050, it may already be too late to add any new facilities. By way of example, the average age of retired natural gas power plants in California is about 35 years. And in California, 14 natural gas-fired power plants still in operation...
were built in the 1950s. In the United States, more than 100,000 MW of natural gas capacity, or 27 percent of all natural gas capacity, is more than 30 years old. Other natural gas infrastructure can also live a long revenue-producing life. For instance, a natural gas pipeline can continue to operate for at least 50 years. On average, a new major gas-fired power plant proposed in 2016 for construction in California would still be operating until at least 2057. With each passing year, investors will expect that new gas generating projects will continue to earn even farther beyond 2050.

This pattern of continual investment in traditional energy sources and the resulting entrenchment of those fuel sources are sometimes referred to as a “carbon lock-in.” As the Stockholm Environment Institute explains, “The essence of carbon lock-in is that, once certain carbon-intensive investments are made, and development pathways are chosen, fossil fuel dependence and associated carbon emissions can become ‘locked in,’ making it more difficult to move to lower-carbon pathways and thus reduce climate risks.”

A contributing factor is that the growing introduction of renewable energy resources will put downward pressure on the price of fossil fuels (although the likely level of price effect is open to debate). This increases the likelihood that even with the greater deployment of renewable resources, fossil fuel use will continue to be an attractive choice.

Rather than simply hoping that renewables and efficiency gains will cause fossil-fueled generators to leave the grid, officials at all levels of government can take steps to force an orderly retreat.

**First, Have a Plan**

State regulators have, for some time, required utilities and other load-serving entities to create plans for resource development (often called integrated resource plans). Various states have formal legislative authority for requiring such plans, while others simply derive that authority from the well-understood responsibility to ensure that rates are just and reasonable. Planners, in this context, tend to look for least-cost approaches to delivering reliable electric service in a manner consistent with other state public policies. In recent years, adopted plans have tended to rely less on the development of new coal-fired power plants (due to the cost-competitiveness of natural gas generation and the increasingly tighter environmental restrictions on using coal). However, they have tended to rely more heavily on natural gas generation (due to the expected lower cost and a perception that supplies of natural gas will remain abundant for the foreseeable future). In states that look to competitive wholesale markets for most power, regulators have largely deferred to the marketplace to decide what kind of new power plants will be built.

What states could ask is how the role of coal and natural gas in the generation mix likely will change, or should change in the next several decades. The questions to answer could be straightforward:

- Assuming business-as-usual, what is the projected use of coal or natural gas for electric generation to meet in-state demand?
• How must the current or otherwise likely use of fossil fuels change, applying one or more different assumptions of greenhouse gas reduction targets that may be adopted on the state or federal level?

• What would be a reasonable pace of fossil fuel use reduction in order to meet a particular target?

By having in mind the answers to these questions, state officials can better understand the implications of approving new fossil-fuel infrastructure, or ratifying commitments for long-term power purchases. For instance, while the replacement of an existing coal-fired or older gas-fired plant with a yet-to-be-constructed natural gas-fired plant may lead to near-term greenhouse gas reductions (depending on assumptions about methane leakage), decision makers would have a clearer sense of the long-term implications of the new power plant investment if they have asked and answered the above questions.

States with explicit climate policies could insist that resource plans reflect a reasonable schedule for ramping down the use of fossil-fired generation. Other states could rely on their obligation to ensure that utility rates are just and reasonable to require that resource plans reflect stiffer greenhouse gas restrictions that may apply in the years ahead.

Federal authority also reaches into the sphere of resource planning. There are at least two important examples. First, as a result of the Energy Policy Act of 2005, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) must identify National Interest Electric Transmission Corridors.13 While it is the states that normally approve and site new electric transmission lines, proposed projects in corridors designated by DOE can be approved and sited by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) in limited circumstances. In consultation with effected states, DOE can take likely transitions in electric generating sources into account while designating national interest corridors. Corridors that would primarily facilitate access to fossil generation might not pass a national interest standard, while those needed to provide access to promising renewable energy zones might.

Second, with the issuance of its Order 1000,14 FERC imposed on all public utility electric transmission providers the need to develop regional transmission plans. Those plans must consider nontransmission options as well as transmission options.15 The plans can take into account transmission requirements stemming from state-adopted public policies. In addition, the planners are not prohibited “from choosing to plan for state public policy goals that have not yet been codified into state law, which they nonetheless consider to be important long-term planning considerations.”16 In addition, the order expressly states that it is not intended to interfere with an integrated resource planning requirement on the state level.17

Taken together, Order 1000 allows regional planners to consider climate policies adopted at the state level and policies that have yet to be adopted. This makes the regional planning process, as well as FERC’s review of the adequacy of submitted plans, open to consideration of what it would take to phase out the use of fossil-fired generation and prepare to meet long-term greenhouse gas reduction goals. This might involve emphasizing new
transmission lines that hold great promise of increasing renewable power deliver and de-emphasizing lines prompted by a desire to reduce transmission congestion related to fossil generation.

Regardless of other applicability, the development of plans that recognize patterns of fossil fuel use and identify a timeline for reducing reliance on those fuels for electricity generation can enable public officials to better understand and respond to the implications of new fossil-related infrastructure projects.

**Declare Intentions – Creating Specific Prohibitions**

**State Limitations on New Coal-fired Power Plants**

An individual state has the discretion to define the nature of power generated within its borders and to limit the sources of power purchased by its utilities and other load-serving entities. Any impacts of these restrictions on power generators located in other states must be consistent with the Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution as interpreted by the U.S. Supreme Court in a series of “dormant commerce clause” decisions. Cognizant of these limitations, a small number of states have enacted restrictions that serve to constrain reliance on coal-fired power plants. See, for instance, California’s SB1368, passed in 2007, prohibiting any new long-term investment by a California load-serving entity in a generating facility with smokestack emissions exceeding a level to be jointly established by the California Energy Commission and California Public Utilities Commission, and Washington’s SB 6001, passed in 2009, which establishes a greenhouse gas performance standard for new in-state baseload electric power generation utilities at 1,100 pounds per megawatt-hour (consistent with the number used in California and other states). These laws and policies are illustrative of what could be adopted more broadly to limit reliance on any kind of fossil fuel plant.

Just as other states would have the authority to create similar restrictions, any state could improve upon the existing examples. One way would be to impose an emissions limitation similar to the 1,100 pounds per megawatt-hour level used in several states, but to apply it on a life-cycle basis. Current restrictions focus solely on the smokestack. Yet greenhouse gas emissions also occur at the mine or during transit, at the wellhead, along the pipeline and in conjunction with storage. A smokestack restriction alone may push generators away from coal and toward natural gas, but it does not provide a realistic picture of the greenhouse gas emissions related to a given generation decision.

Beyond the inclusion of life-cycle emission criteria, more states could impose an outright ban on new coal-fired generation or a formal limit on new natural gas generation additions. The following section considers the legal pathway for a federal ban on fossil-fired generation.

**Banning the Use of Fossil Fuels**

Under existing federal law, could the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) impose a ban on the use of fossil fuels in power plants? At least one
scholar, Karl Coplan, argues that it can. Regardless of the odds against the EPA adopting this approach in the next few years, it is worth considering the potential power of the law. What follows in the next three paragraphs is a summary of Coplan’s argument.

Title I of the Clean Air Act calls for the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to create National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) to protect public health and welfare. States are required to establish State Implementation Plans designed to enable the state to meet the standards. If a state fails to adopt a plan that would achieve compliance, the EPA can impose on the state a Federal Implementation Plan. Under Section 108, the EPA identifies criteria pollutants that require NAAQS.

As part of that process, the EPA must determine that a pollutant will “cause or contribute to air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare.” The EPA has already made an endangerment finding related to greenhouse gases. As Copland points out, “In a 1976 case, NRDC v. Train, the Second Circuit held that …once the Administrator has made the endangerment finding for a pollutant under any other section of the Act, listing of that pollutant as a criteria pollutant becomes mandatory.” Regardless of a mandatory obligation, “the Administrator clearly has the discretionary authority under section 108 to list them based on the prior endangerment finding.”

On this basis, the EPA can establish a primary NAAQS and require the states to reflect that standard in their State Implementation Plan. If the resulting standards are deemed insufficient, the EPA can establish a Federal Implementation Plan that could include a ban on the use of fossil fuels for various purposes, including the generation of electric power.

Coplan offers this plausible interpretation of existing law while acknowledging the political challenges of such an approach. However, if implemented by the EPA, this strategy could allow for just the type of orderly retreat anticipated earlier in this chapter. A plan to ban the use of fossil fuels for power generation could identify a reasonable level of greenhouse gas emissions, take into account the current feasibility of alternative responses to anticipated demand (responses that would include energy efficiency improvements, demand response programs, renewable power and energy storage) and set a reasonable schedule for the elimination of fossil generators from which greenhouse gas emissions are not successfully captured and securely sequestered.

As Coplan points out, although such a program imposed on the states would not on its own overcome the global challenge of excessive greenhouse gas emissions, the Supreme Court is unlikely to reject a rule on that basis. And beyond the reliance on existing law, Congress could exercise its broad power over interstate commerce to create a similar ban through new legislation.

Placing a Limit on Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Congress or the states could put a limit on greenhouse gas emissions related to power generation and, if the allowable level of emissions is consistently reduced over time to a level that reflects scientific consensus of what is needed
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to stabilize climate change, generators would be forced to move away from the use of coal and natural gas. Congress has famously failed to pass legislation defining such a limit. Only some Northeastern states and California have imposed a limit of their own. However, the EPA has found in the language of Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act the authority to regulate greenhouse gas emissions from existing power plants. It has enacted the Clean Power Plan to require states to plan for a specified level of reductions.\(^2\) The plan is currently being contested in federal court, and a divided Supreme Court took the unprecedented step of enjoining enforcement of the plan while appeals are pending. Other options remain for the EPA, as they do for states that have already acted to establish more ambitious reduction targets. In addition, other states have the option to adopt their own greenhouse gas emission limits.

### Setting an Accurate Price for Carbon-based Generation

#### Direct Price Effects on the Federal Level

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) is the agency that sets rates for wholesale power and most electric transmission service.\(^2\) There is a strong argument that FERC has the authority to add a charge to wholesale power rates to reflect the greenhouse gas intensity of the power being sold. Its authority to do this is bound to its obligation, under the Federal Power Act, to ensure that wholesale rates are just and reasonable. Traditionally, it would do this by looking at the generator’s underlying cost and then approving rates that would provide an opportunity to earn a reasonable return on capital investment. But with the push for deregulated energy markets starting in the 1990s, FERC concluded that power rates negotiated by participants in a competitive market would be presumed to be just and reasonable, eliminating the need to use a cost-based determination.

FERC has always acknowledged that it cannot rely on deregulated prices where there are market failures. Its focus, generally, is on the exercise of market power: if a seller can manipulate the price, rather than act as a “price taker,” that is a market failure, and FERC’s presumption doesn’t apply. But there is another kind of market failure that is pervasive: the ability of polluting generators to avoid paying the cost of that pollution. How can rates be just if clean power producers must compete with dirtier ones that pollute for free? How can rates be reasonable if society as a whole is left to pay the price for the resulting damage?

FERC can at least partially restore balance by requiring that wholesale rates include a carbon adder. It could then determine an appropriate means of redistributing the excess revenue such as by returning it to wholesale purchasers in a manner not tied to that buyer’s specific purchases. FERC has allowed sellers to over-collect in other circumstances, and then refund the excess. For instance, FERC allows transmission providers to charge a higher-than-average fee for power lost during transmission,\(^2\) and the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit has allowed that practice to stand.\(^2\) A FERC-required carbon adder could complement EPA’s power plant rules, or stand on its own.

---

There is a strong argument that FERC has the authority to add a charge to wholesale power rates to reflect the greenhouse gas intensity of the power being sold.
Direct Price Effects on the State Level

Carbon Adder

Many businesses that are striving to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions impose an internal carbon adder for consideration as part of their development plans. If properly priced, a carbon adder will change the apparent economic order of resource options. Similarly, state regulators can impose on utility planners the requirement of including a carbon adder for planning purposes. Several states have already done this. Many of the states that have imposed such a requirement are in the western part of the United States. Among these is California, which concluded that the carbon adder was unnecessary once a cap-and-trade program was in place, creating its own likelihood of imposing carbon-related cost on the procurement of power.

Reduced Rates of Return

About half of the states have disaggregated or unbundled the charges that comprise the retail rate for electric service. In those states, utilities and other retail providers rely to a greater or lesser extent on the purchase of power from competitive generators and marketers. The price of the purchased power is then “passed through” in the retail rates, on a dollar-for-dollar basis. The other half of the states continue to rely on the traditional model of fully bundled, vertically integrated utility service, with one provider offering generation, transmission and distribution service. In those states, most of the power plants may still be owned by the retail utility and many of those utilities are, in turn, owned by private investors.

A state regulator seeking an economic incentive for its utilities to move away from the use of fossil-fired power plants could offer a lower rate of return on fossil plants and a higher return on plants that rely on renewable fuels.

An example for the use of such an incentive can be found in California which, during the 1990s, wanted to encourage its regulated utilities to sell their fossil-fueled power plants to wholesale power providers as part of the deregulation of power markets. Although regulators offered an opportunity for the utilities to recover the cost of “stranded investments” that they had not sold to others, they would be allowed recovery of those costs at a reduced rate of return. This was intended to motivate the utilities to sell the plants, which they did.

Reducing the rate of return allowed for fossil plants could encourage greater investment in favored resources and discourage new capital additions to fossil plants that would be designed to extend their useful lives.

Internalizing Cost Through Environmental Compliance

Traditional statutory protections for water and air quality provide a mechanism for internalizing some of the environmental cost related to fossil generation, and many of these protections have become more stringent in recent years, adding to the incentive to retire some fossil-fired generators. Opportunities remain to tighten some of these protections. Following are examples of these statutory provisions and opportunities for enhancement.

---

A state regulator seeking an economic incentive for its utilities to move away from the use of fossil-fired power plants could offer a lower rate of return on fossil plants and a higher return on plants that rely on renewable fuels.
Clean Water Act: Cooling Water and §316(b)

It is unlawful for anyone to pollute waters from a “point source” without first receiving from the state a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit. Clean Water Act §402 authorizes the EPA, through the states, to issue NPDES permits. Clean Water Act §316(b) authorizes the EPA to protect aquatic organisms and ecosystems through the regulation of power plant cooling water intakes. The EPA has found that power plant cooling water systems constitute an unreasonable hazard. In new rules adopted in 2014, the EPA identifies seven different ways for existing facilities to comply with cooling water restrictions, while finding that closed-cycle cooling towers provide the most efficient technology. This flexibility allows for a case-by-case approach depending on the site, but creates added cost for state administrators. Each permit application requires additional work to validate the chosen technology. The rule applies to existing facilities that withdraw more than 2 million gallons per day and use at least 25 percent of this water for cooling purposes. As a result, the rule affects 544 power plants.

States can adopt more stringent regulations. For example, California and New York respectively established the closed-cycle cooling tower as the §316(b) benchmark technology. This option is available to other states, as well. Separately, the EPA could choose to tighten its rules to require closed-cycles in more instances, or to apply the rules to a broader set of power plants. All of these options would improve the internalization of environmental costs.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA): Coal Combustion Residual Subtitle C

The EPA is authorized under Subtitle C of RCRA to regulate hazardous waste. In addition, under Subtitle D, the EPA can establish criteria, to be enforced by the states, for the regulation of nonhazardous waste at landfills and surface impoundments. The EPA has designated coal ash from power plants as nonhazardous solid waste under Subtitle D. This leaves it to the states to regulate in this area, subject to Solid Waste Management Plans written by the states and approved by the EPA. Reconsidering this designation, and creating more stringent Solid Waste Management Plans, are avenues for stiffening protections from pollution related to coal ash and for better internalizing the cost of that pollution.

Clean Air Act: the Mercury Rule

The EPA has exercised its authority under §112 of the Clean Air Act to create National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants referred to as the Mercury Air Toxics Standards. Power plants are responsible for more mercury emissions than any other source. Regulating toxic pollutants emissions from coal- and oil-fired power plants will reduce premature deaths, asthma and heart attacks. Some new facilities have pollution control equipment, but it is not the majority. Therefore, the objective of the rule is to force modernization of the aging fleet of power plants through implementation of mercury and air toxics emission standards that require control technologies.

On December 21, 2011, EPA proposed the Mercury and Air Toxics Standards Rule (MATS) to limit mercury, acid gases and other toxic pollutants (referred

Regulating toxic pollutants emissions from coal- and oil-fired power plants will reduce premature deaths, asthma and heart attacks.
as hazardous air pollutants or HAPs) from new and existing coal- and oil-fired power plants after finding that it is “appropriate and necessary” to regulate power plant emissions under section 112 of the CAA. On April 14, 2016, in response to a successful court challenge questioning the timing of the EPA’s cost-benefit analysis, the EPA issued a final finding to comply with D.C. Circuit decision urging to consider costs and concluded that “it is appropriate and necessary to set standards for emissions of air toxics from coal- and oil-fired power plants.” After conducting a cost-benefits analysis the EPA forecasted that for “every dollar spent to reduce toxic pollution from power plants, the American public would see up to $9 in health benefits.”

The rule regulates HAPs emitted by coal- and oil-fired electric utility steam generating units (EGUs) with a capacity of 25 MW or greater. Existing sources will have three years to comply, with a possible one year extension.

The annual cost to comply with the regulation is forecasted to be $9.6 billion for the industry. However, the EPA found that this cost represents only a small fraction of the annual revenue of the oil and coal sector – between 2.7 and 3.5 percent of annual revenue from electricity sales from 2000 to 2011. In addition, the health benefits that the rule would provide are substantial enough to justify the regulation. If the compliance costs of the MATS would not alone jeopardize the operation of oil- or coal-fired power plants, it will at least contribute to add cost of using coal and oil and force power producers to modernize their facilities to cap pollutant emissions or shift to a cleaner resource. In fact, EPA acknowledged that power producers may choose to cease operations of older, smaller or less efficient plants rather than bearing the cost of compliance.

Several environmental groups have criticized the portion of the rule governing startup-shutdown. The EPA used a “work practice standard” instead of a more stringent “numerical standard.” Essentially, the first four hours after generation begins are not bound by toxics emissions limits. By setting work practice standards, the EPA merely directs plant operators to use clean fuels during startup “to the maximum extent possible” and that control devices other than those used to control particulate matter be started “as expeditiously as possible.” Indeed, there is much less constraint on the generators with a work practice standard rather a numerical standard. Moreover, environmentalists point out that the initial version of the work practice standard was preferable as it required to burn exclusively clean fuel during startup.

The petition, which was submitted by environmental groups on January 20, 2015, was denied by the EPA on July 29, 2016.

Environmentalists argue that the EPA failed to give adequate reasons for choosing to establish “a four-hour exemption after generation during which the MATS numerical emission standards do not apply.” The petition challenges the EPA’s justification that emissions cannot be measured during the first four hours and asserts that the EPA’s regulation is inconsistent with the court ruling that “there must be continuous section 112-compliant standards” the first four hours and the first 24 hours after generation and throughout the entire year.
Arguably, the challenges that might be faced in early hour operation of a coal plant should call into question the continued operation of the plants under such circumstances, rather than form the basis for an exemption. Removing this exemption would bring the regulatory cost of compliance more in line with environmental externalities.

**Federal and State Environmental Review Processes for Factoring in Greenhouse Gas Impacts**

A federal agency considering the issuance of a permit for the construction of a power plant or electric transmission line must conduct an environmental assessment under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) (42 U.S.C. §4321 et seq.) before permitting transmission projects in national corridors. This provides another opportunity for a federal permitting agency to analyze the project’s likely climate effects. A federal permit requirement is triggered when a project will be located on federal land or federal jurisdictional waters, when the federal government will own or operate the facility or when a project is otherwise delegated to a specific agency, such as FERC’s limited siting authority related to electric transmission lines.

NEPA, section 102(2) (42 U.S.C. §4332(2)) requires federal agencies to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for all “major federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment.” The EIS must include a discussion of the environmental impacts of the action, including any adverse impacts that cannot be avoided. Additionally, the EIS also must identify alternative actions that would avoid or minimize the adverse impacts and/or otherwise improve environmental quality. Regulations issued under NEPA (42 U.S.C. §4321) require agencies to “[r]igorously explore and objectively evaluate” all alternatives that are reasonable. The courts have held that, in undertaking this analysis of alternatives, agencies must consider possible methods for mitigating the action’s environmental impacts. The agency may require adoption of mitigation methods that are consistent with existing legal authority. A power plant operating on fossil fuel will emit greenhouse gases, and an electric transmission project may facilitate the delivery of fossil-fueled power.

In 2016, the White House issued guidelines for the consideration of greenhouse gas emissions by agencies implementing NEPA. The guidance declares that “Climate change is a fundamental environmental issue, and its effects fall squarely within NEPA’s purview.” The document goes on to discuss ways of quantifying the potential emissions and impacts and calls for the development of alternatives that would lead to reduced impacts.

One way to internalize at least some of the climate-related cost of a power plant or transmission line is to require project mitigation to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
At least 16 states, as well as the District of Columbia, have their own environmental review processes, often referred to as “Little NEPA” statutes. To one extent or another, each of these laws provides an opportunity to identify and respond to climate-related impacts of a proposed project. In many jurisdictions, this can lead to project modifications that can affect project cost or rejection of the project.

**Divesting Ownership In or Closing Government-owned Fossil Generators**

A significant portion of the power plant fleet in the United States is owned by public entities such as federal agencies or municipal utilities. For instance, the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), which is a corporate agency of the federal government, owns and operates eight coal-fired power plants with a total of 35 generating units. TVA has expressed the intention to retire its older coal plants and replace them with cleaner facilities and has already retired several units. TVA could produce a definite, accelerated schedule for the retirement of the 35 remaining coal-fired generating units.

A similar opportunity exists for municipal utilities (those utilities owned and operated by city and county governments or an independent board elected by public vote). One example of such an approach is the initiative undertaken by the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, which provides electric service to 1.4 million customers in the City of Los Angeles. As of 2013, 40 percent of its power was derived from coal-fired power plants.

LADWP developed a plan to divest from its coal-fired electricity investment in Arizona and begin a transition from its obligations in Utah. In order to do that, LADWP had to sell its 21 percent interest in the Arizona-based Navajo Generating Station and reach an agreement with the owners of the Utah-based Intermountain Power Plant. The latter plant is owned by a consortium of cities in Utah, and LADWP purchases more than 40 percent of the output from the 1,800-megawatt facility. LADWP sold its interest in the Navajo plant to the Salt River Project, a federal reclamation project located in central Arizona. The sale was approved in July 2015 and on July 1, 2016, LADWP officially stopped buying power from the Navajo plant. According to LADWP, the divestment from Navajo will reduce its greenhouse gas emissions “by 5.39 million metric tons over the next three and a half years . . . and will reduce coal from 40 percent to 30 percent in the City’s energy portfolio.”

Just selling off one utility’s interest in an existing power plant does not ensure that the power plant will cease to operate and that greenhouse gas emissions will be reduced. However, as a result of the sale of LADWP’s interest, it is expected that the remaining owners will be forced to shut down at least one unit of the coal plant.

LADWP’s commitment to purchase power from Intermountain extends to 2027. The parties have now formed a new agreement to replace the existing coal-fired units with a smaller combined-cycled natural gas plant that would be built on the existing power plant site. Because of California’s prohibition on new long-term contracts with higher-emitting facilities, LADWP would have been precluded from extending its contract beyond 2027. The new agreement
enables the facility owners to continue sales to LADWP while ensuring that the coal-fired units will be phased out.

Another option worth exploring would be a buyout of existing fossil-fuel power plants. Government, ratepayers or private foundations could pay utilities the remaining “book value” for utility-owned plants and negotiate prices with private plant owners to pay them to close greenhouse gas emitting facilities. Depending on the expected lifetime remaining output from the plant, this may be an economical way to buy greenhouse gas reductions. It is certainly an idea worth exploring further.

**Conclusion**

There are no natural forces in place that will drive a retreat from the use of fossil fuel for the generation of electricity. Throughout the nation's history, transitions in fuel choices have been additive – not subtractive. The nation still uses wood for energy, as it did in the middle 1800s. Since then, it has added the dominant use of coal, then oil and natural gas. The old fuels never go away. In this context, it is overly optimistic to assume that the introduction of renewable generation will push out fossil-fueled generators at a sufficient level to successfully decarbonize the grid. That will require affirmative steps by governments at the federal, state and local levels. This paper identifies and explains many of the most promising steps. It is up to elected officials and community leaders to acknowledge the challenge and begin to plan to phase out fossil-fueled generators. That, alone, may be the most significant action of all.
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